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Written    

Methods     

 
 
 

     

Calculate    mathematical    statement
s    for    multiplication    and    division    wi
thin    the    multiplication    tables    and    
write    them    using    the    multiplicatio
n    (×),    division    (÷)    and    equals    (=)    sig
ns     
     

Write 
and     calculate    mathematical    sta
tements    for    ÷    using    the    x    tables   
 they    know    progressing    to    form

al    written    methods.    
 

Multiply  two-digit    and                 
three-digit    numbers    by                                           243     
a    one-
digit    number                                                                x              6    using    f
ormal    written                           1458    layout              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                  1    

 

     

 

Multiply  numbers    up    to    4                                                      243    
digits    by    a    one-    or    two-
digit                                     x    36    number    using    a    formal                             
                                         

1458    written    method,    including                                             

7290    long    multiplication    for    two-        

8748    digit    numbers                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                          1     

Multiply  multi-
digit    numbers    up    to    4    digits    by    a    t
wo-
digit    whole    number    using    the    for
mal    written    method    of    long    multi
plication         
     

5172   
x      38     

                                                                                            41376     
                                                                    +       155160     
                                                                                    196536     
                                                                                                                                                                                            1     

 
 

5172   
x      38     

                                                                                            41376     
                                                                        +    155160     
                                                                                    196536     
                                                                                                                                                                                            1     

     
     

5172   
x      38     

                                                                                            41376     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              1 

                                                                    +        155160     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               2 

                                                                                    196536     
1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Developing    con

ceptual    unders

tanding     

     

2 frogs on each lily pad.   5 frogs on each lily pad 
5 x 3 = 15 

 
 

 
 

 
5 x 2 = 2 x 5 

 

 
 

Build tables on counting stick 

     
     

 
Link to repeated addition 

 
 

Use of coins. 

If I know 10 x 8 = 80 then … 

 
 

So 13 x 4 = 10 x 4 + 3 x 4 

 

 
 
 

40          12 

 
Build tables on counting stick 

43 x 6 by partitioning 

 
X             40               3 

 
6             240             18 

 
40 x 6 = 240 

3 x 6 =   18 
43 x 6 = 258 

 
If I know 4 x 6 = 24 
then 40 x 6 is ten times bigger, 
40 x 60 is one hundred times bigger. 

 
13 x 16 by partitioning 

 
10           3 

 
10 

 
6 

 
100 + 30 + 60 + 18 = 208 
Build tables on counting stick 

Grid method linked to formal written method 

 
 

= 7290 

= 1458 + 

8748 

If I know 4 x 6 then 0.4 x 6 is ten times smaller 
0.4 x 0.6 is ten times smaller again. 

 
 

With  jottings     

     

…    or    in    your     

head    ….     

Solve  one-step    problems     
involving  multiplication    and    div
ision,    by    calculating    the    answer    
using    concrete    objects,    pictorial   
 representations    and    arrays    with   
 the    support    of    the    teacher     

Show  that    multiplication    of    two     
numbers  can    be    done    in    any    order    
(commutative)    and    division    of    one    
number    by    another    cannot     
Solve    problems    involving    multiplicatio
n    and    division,    using    materials,    arrays,    
repeated    addition,    mental    methods,    a
nd    multiplication    and    division    facts,    inc
luding    problems    in    contexts     

Write  and    calculate    mathematical     
statements    for    multiplication    and    divisi
on    using    the    multiplication    tables    that    t
hey    know,    including    for    two-
digit    numbers    times    one-
digit    numbers,    using    mental    methods     

Use  place    value,    known    and    derived     
facts  to    multiply    and    divide    mentally,    
including:    multiplying    by   0   and    1;    divi
ding    by    1;    multiplying    together    three    
numbers     
Recognise  and    use    factor    pairs    and     
commutativity    in    mental    calculations     

Multiply  and    divide    numbers    mentally     
drawing  upon    known    facts     
Multiply  and    divide    whole    numbers    and     
those  involving    decimals    by    10,    100    and     
1000   
Identify  multiples    and    factors,    including     
finding  all    factor    pairs    of    a    number,    and    c
ommon    factors    of    two    numbers    establish   
 whether    a    number    up    to    100    is    prime      

Perform  mental    calculations,    including     
with  mixed    operations    and    large     
numbers   
     

 

 
Just    know    it!     

 
 

Count  in    multiples    of    twos,    fives     
and  tens     

 

 
Recall  and    use    x    and    ÷   facts    for    the    2,    5    
and    10    x   tables,    including    recognising    od
d    and    even    numbers.     

 
 

Recall  and    use    x    and    ÷   facts    for    the    3,     

4    and    8    times    tables.     

 
 

Recall  x    and    ÷   facts    for    x    tables    up    to     
12    x   12.     

Recall  prime    numbers    up    to    19     
know  and    use    the    vocabulary    of    prime    
numbers,    prime    factors    and    composite    (
non-prime)    numbers     

Recognise    and    use    square    numbers    and     
cube    numbers,    and    the    notation    for     

squared  (²)    and    cubed    (³)     

     

Year   1 2 3 4 5 6 
 

 
 
 

Foundations   

Count  in    2s      2    x   table     Review  2x,    5x    and    10x     
4x,  8x    tables     

10    times    bigger     
4x,  8x    tables     

100,  1000    times    bigger     
Multiplication  facts    up    to    12    x    12     

Count  in    10s     10    x   table     4x   table     3x,  6x    and    12x    tables     
3x,  6x    and    12x    tables     

10,  100,    1000    times    smaller     
Partition  to    multiply    mentally     

Doubles  up    to    10     Doubles  up    to    20    and    multiples    of    5     Double  two    digit    numbers     Double  larger    numbers    and    decimals     Double  larger    numbers    and    decimals     Double  larger    numbers    and    decimals     

Count  in    5s      5    x   table     8    x   table     3x,  9x    tables     3x,  9x    tables     Multiplication  facts    up    to    12    x    12     

Double  multiples    of    10     Count  in    3s     3    x   table     11x,  7    x    tables     
11x   ,    7    x    tables     

Partition  to    multiply    mentally     
Partition  to    multiply    mentally     

Count  in    2s,    5s    and    10s     2    x,    5    x    and    10    x   tables     6    x   table    or    review    others     6x,  12    x   tables     6x,  12    x   tables     Double  larger    numbers    and    decimals     

 

   

   

 

 

Eastington Primary School     Multiplication Progression 
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Written    

Methods     

     Calculate    mathematical     
statements    for    multiplication    and    
division    within    the    multiplication    t
ables    and    write    them    using    the    m
ultiplication    (×),    division    (÷)    and    e
quals    (=)    signs     
     

Write  and    calculate    mathematical     
statements    for    ÷    using    the    x    tabl
es    they    know    progressing    to    for
mal    written    methods.      

     Divide  numbers    up    to                                     
4    digits    by    a    one-digit                             194    ÷    6     
number  using    the                                                              
formal  written                                                                                                             3            2     
method  of    short     
division  and    interpret              remain

ders                                                                                                        192  ÷    6    approp
riately    for    the                 =    32    context         

Divide  numbers    up    to    4-digits    by     
a    two-
digit    whole    number    using    the    for
mal    written    method    of    short    divis
ion    where    appropriate     

 

for    the    conte 
 

564    ÷     13     
     

                                            4        3    r    5 
1               6      4   
     

 
1             13 

2             26 

 
Using                    4             52 

kn own                   5            13 0 

multip lica tion 

facts 

8            10 4 

10           26 0 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Developing    con

ceptual    unders

tanding     

     

6 ÷2 = 3 by sharing into 2 groups and by 
grabbing groups of 2 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
How many 2s? 

15 ÷ 3 = 5 in each group (sharing) 

                                         

     
Link to fractions 
 

 
15 ÷ 3 = 5 groups of 3 (grouping)   

 
     
10 ÷2 = 5 

     
     

 
 

Use language of division linked to tables 

 
 

How many 2s? 

     
 
 
 

Unifix. 

Use of coins. 

 
 

 

!" 
     

                                            4      3    .      3        8    …      
1 
     
Divide  numbers    up    to    4    digits    by    a   
 two-
digit    whole    number    using    the    form
al    written    method    of    long    division,    
and    interpret     
remainders  as    whole    number    re
mainders,    fractions,    or    by    roundi
ng,    as    appropriate    for    the    contex
t                        

564    ÷     13                                           4        3    .   3      8    …     
1      5      6     4  .        0      0    …      

                                                                                         5 
                                                                                         
                                                                                            -        3       
                                                                                                                 

                     -           3     
                                                        1       

                                        -            1          0          4     
                                                                                                    6      

 
! =    43    r    5    =    43               =    43.4    (to    1dp)     
!" 

     

 

 
With  jottings         

     

…    or    in    your     

head    ….     

Solve  one-
step    problems    involving    multiplication    and   
 division,    by    calculating    the    answer    using   c
oncrete    objects,    pictorial    representations    
and    arrays    with    the    support    of   the    teacher 

Show   that    multiplication    of    two    numbers    
can    be    done    in    any   order    (commutative)    a
nd  division    of    one    number    by    another    can
not     
Solve  problems    involving    multiplication    a
nd    division,    using    materials,    arrays,    repea
ted    addition,    mental    methods,    and    multip
lication    and    division    facts,    including    probl
ems    in   contexts     

Write  and    calculate    mathematical    stateme
nts    for    multiplication    and    division    using    th
e    multiplication    tables    that    they    know,    incl
uding    for    two-digit    numbers    times    one-
digit    numbers,    using    mental    methods 

Use  place    value,    known    and    derived    facts     
to  multiply    and    divide    mentally,     
including:  multiplying    by    0    and    1;   dividing   
 by    1;    multiplying    together    three    numbers    
Recognise    and    use    factor    pairs    and    commu
tativity    in  mental    calculations 

Multiply  and    divide    numbers    mentally     
drawing  upon    known   facts     
Multiply  and    divide    whole    numbers    and     
those    involving    decimals    by    10,    100   and     
1000   

Perform  mental    calculations,    including     
with    mixed    operations    and    large    numbers     

 
Just    know    it!     

 
Count  in    multiples    of    twos,    fives    and    tens     

Recall   and  use    x    and    ÷   facts    for    the    2,    5    and   
 10    x   tables,    including    recognising    odd    and    
even    numbers.     

 
Recall   and  use    x    and    ÷   facts    for    the    3,    4     
and  8    times    tables.     

 
Recall   x    and    ÷   facts    for    x    tables    up    to    12     x    
12.   

Recall   prime    numbers    up    to    19     
know  and    use    the   vocabulary    of   prime    
numbers,    prime    factors    and    composite    (
non-prime)    numbers     

 

Year   1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

 
     

     

    Foundations   

  

Count  back    in    2s     Division    facts    (2    x    table)     
Review  division    facts    (2x,    5x,    10x     

table)   
Division    facts    (4x,    8x    tables)        

10    times    smaller     
Division    facts    (4x,    8x    tables)     

100,  1000    times    smaller     
Division    facts    (up    to    12    x    12)     

Count  back    in    10s      Division    facts    (10    x    table)     Division    facts    (4    x    table)     Division    facts    (3x,    6    x,    12x    tables)     
Division    facts    (3x,    6    x,    12x    tables)     

Partition  to    divide    mentally     
Partition  to    divide    mentally     

Halves  up    to    10     Halves  up    to    20     Halve  two    digit    numbers      Halve  larger    numbers    and    decimals     Halve  larger    numbers    and    decimals     Halve  larger    numbers    and    decimals     

Count  back    in    5s     Division    facts    (5    x    table)     Division    facts    (8    x    table)     Division    facts    (3x,    9x    tables)     
Division    facts    (3x,    9x    tables)     

100,  1000    times    smaller     
Division    facts    (up    to    12    x    12)     

Halve  multiples    of    10     Count  back    in    3s     Division    facts    (3    x    table)     Division    facts    (11x,    7x    tables)     
Review  division    facts    (11x,    7x    tables)     
Partition  decimals    to    divide    mentally      

Partition  to    divide    mentally     

How    many    2s?    5s?    10s?     
Review  division    facts    (2x,    5x,    10x     

table)   
Division    facts    (6    x    table)    or    review     

others   
Division    facts    (6x,    12x    tables)      

Review  division    facts    (6x,    12x    tables)    
Halve    larger    numbers    and    decimals     

Halve  larger    numbers    and    decimals     

 

 Eastington Primary School    Division Progression 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
564    ÷     13    =    43    r    5    =    43     

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    =    43.38...    

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

Number lines / Arrays. 
 
15 ÷ 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Partitioning (multiples of the divisor) 
for more able 
 
50 ÷ 4 = 12 r 2        10 x 4 = 40 
            2 x 4 =    8 
    48   r2 

Partitioning (multiples of the divisor) 
for more able 
 
50 ÷ 4 = 12 r 2        10 x 4 = 40 
            2 x 4 =    8 
    48   r2 
 
 
 
Short division 
 
96 ÷ 7          1 3   r5 

     7  926        
 


